
An Approach to Optimizing the Distributed Data Storage Access
Based on the Shortest Job First Algorithm

Introduction
Due to the growing volumes of data produced and used in everyday life as well as in science
and engineering, the issues of effective handling of data most frequently distributed across
various storage systems attract increasingly greater attention. Our work addresses the
management of distributed data storage system. Users can place their files in the system and

Scheduling

Our model assumes that the duration of each file
operation is proportional to file’s size. Therefore,
smaller files are accessed first. By design,
creation of a new file takes precedence over
other operations.

 schedules user requests
 processes requested actions
 provides direct access to the files

Data storage

Scientific goals
 provide high responsiveness
 ensure balanced load of data storages
 minimize waiting time and tardiness

System Architecture
The system consists of a main server and many
distributed data storages. Incoming requests are
dispatched to specific storages and then
scheduled internally.

Main server
 provides access to the system
 receives all the requests
 dispatches the requests to the storages
 maintains metadata
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Summary

Our testing procedure runs many data storages
and initially fills them with random data.
Then, produces a large amount of requests that
have to be scheduled and handled in real-time.
All the tests have shown that the behaviour of
the implemented system is coherent with the
proposed theoretical model. Moreover,
regardless of the amount of data storages, our
algorithm ensures a balanced load in them. Fig.
1. shows fill percentage of all storages at the end
of the simulation. Standard deviation of the
mean is 0.03%.
Fig. 2. compares the average time that requests
spend in queue with the values obtained from
mathematical model.

Results have shown that the current implementation fulfills the project intent. Future work aims to run the system in a real-life
environment and perform corner-case tests, in order to study system behaviour in less predictable, extreme situations. Furthermore,
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Fig. 1. Percentage load of data storages Fig. 2. Average time spent in queue
blue – model, red – experiment
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 paired with each request
 describes location of the file
 contains various parameters

(e.g., last access timestamp)

then perform various access operations on them,
like read, write, or delete requests.

 priority-based scheduling
 Shortest Job First algorithm

dividing the core (main server) into smaller, independent parts may be considered. A fully-distributed system should provide more stability and reliability,
but will also bring problems that we will have to overcome.


